
I. Introduction

Study of the phase equilibria in systems with chemical

reactions between the components is equally significant

from the standpoint of both fundamental and applied

sciences. In particular, the data on simultaneous chemical

equilibrium and vapour ± liquid phase equilibrium are

required to carry out reactive distillation processes.1 ± 7 No

less important are the details of the liquid ± liquid equili-

brium, for instance, to estimate whether it is possible that a

reactive system would separate into phases during the

chemical reaction.

The present review is devoted to analysis of the data

published mainly over the past decade and concerning phase

equilibria in multocomponent fluid systems with chemical

reactions. Special attention is paid to the simultaneous

phase and chemical equilibria. Only those studies that

present comprehensive or, at least, relatively comprehensive

data that are sufficient for the thermodynamic analysis are

considered in detail. Inclusion in the consideration in some

cases of earlier publications is additionally substantiated. In

accordance with the traditional view accepted in most

publications, by multicomponent systems, we mean mix-

tures containing no less than four compounds, in this case,

provided that a chemical reaction occurs between them. The

exclusion of ternary systems from the consideration is not

too important as the number of experimentally studied

systems is not too large. Among the few systems of this

type which have been studied in detail, note the reacting

system of methyl cumyl ether synthesis: the experimental

results that make it possible to represent the course of the

chemical equilibrium curve within the composition triangle

of the methanol ± a-methylstyrene ±methyl cumyl ether sys-
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tem have been reported along with the data on the simulta-

neous equilibrium with vapour.8

Most of the studies on phase equilibria in multicompo-

nent reactive fluid systems deal with systems existing in the

synthesis of esters of carboxylic acids. Accordingly, in this

review, mixtures are systematized in terms of the starting

reactants (acids). Note that the analysis of early studies

(carried out before 2006) of the systems with esterification

reaction (and the vapour ± liquid phase equilibrium) was

performed in an earlier review.9 Therefore, these early

studies are not considered here as a rule, except for the

cases where additional explanations are required. Apart

from the systems with esterification ± ester hydrolysis reac-

tions, data on phase equilibria in the systems with trans-

esterefication reaction are presented.

II. Thermodynamic analysis of phase and chemical
equilibria in multicomponent systems with
chemical reaction

The major approaches to the thermodynamic analysis of

multicomponent reacting systems coincide with the conven-

tional methods used to study heterogeneous systems with-

out chemical reactions. However, it is necessary to note

some specific features of state diagrams for reacting sys-

tems, which are related to the occurring chemical reactions.

First of all, one should note such elements as the position of

stoichiometric or reaction lines in the concentration space:

their courses are determined directly by stoichiometric

equation of the reaction and reflect the changes in the

reaction mixture composition during the reaction. In the

general case, the stoichiometric equation of a reaction in a

system composed of n compounds can be represented in the

form

Xn
i� 1

niRi � 0 (1)

where n are stoichiometric coefficients, which are positive

for reaction products and negative for the reactants; sub-

scripts are compound indices; and Ri are symbols of the

compounds. The change in the composition during the

reaction is represented by the relation 10

dx
�r�
i

dxk
�r� �

ni ÿ x
�r�
i

Xn
j� 1

nj

nk ÿ x
�r�
k

Xn
j� 1

nj

(2)

where i, k=1, 2, ... , n; xi is the mole fraction of the

compound Ri; the superscripts are the phase indices. Equa-

tion (2) describes changes in compound concentrations

during a chemical reaction and can be considered as the

equation of the reaction (stoichiometric) line.

The state of a chemical equilibrium is characterized by

well-known classical conditions.11, 12 In the case of one

chemical reaction in the system of n compounds, the

chemical equilibrium condition can be expressed via the

affinity (chemical affinity) of the reaction

A � ÿ
Xn
i� 1

nimi � 0 (3)

where A is the affinity, mi is the chemical potential of the

compound i.

In accordance with the phase rule,11, 12 the number of

degrees of freedom ( f ) in a multicomponent heterogeneous

system with several (k) chemical reactions under the phase

and chemical equilibria is determined by the following

equation:

f � n� 2ÿ rÿ k (4)

where n and r are the numbers of compounds and phases,

respectively; k is the number of reversible chemical reac-

tions (i.e., there is k chemical equilibria). Recall that, if

chemical equilibria are present, the term `number of com-

ponents' usually means the difference between the numbers

of compounds and reversible chemical reactions (i.e., chem-

ical equilibria):12

n7k

If there is no chemical equilibrium and also if the reaction is

quite slow (for instance, if it is carried out without a

catalyst), the term `component' has its usual meaning.

Note also that in this Section we restrict ourselves to

thermodynamic parameters which are caloric or mechanical

variables appearing in the Gibbs fundamental equation for

internal energy

dU � TdSÿ PdV�
Xn
i� 1

midmi (5)

(U is internal energy; T, S, P, V, mi are temperature,

entropy, pressure, volume and amount of substance i ) or

appearing in expressions for other thermodynamic poten-

tials derived from Eqn (5) by Legendre transformations.

The application of Eqn (4) to a two-phase system with

simultaneous chemical and phase equilibrium that can be

shifted by changing temperature and pressure results in the

following expression

f= n+27r7k= n+27271= n71 (6)

Therefore, a system containing three compounds has two

degrees of freedom (bivariant equilibrium), while that

composed of four compounds has three degrees of freedom.

Under isothermal-isobaric conditions (T;P � const) and a

simultaneous chemical and phase equilibrium, a two-phase

system composed by four compounds exists in a monovar-

iant equilibrium described by a curve in the composition

tetrahedron in the state diagram.

In the case of a single-phase system, a curve in the

composition triangle corresponds to a chemical equilibrium

between three compounds under isothermal-isobaric

conditions.10 If T and P are variable, a hypersurface in a

four-dimensional space (composition ±T ±P) corresponds

to the chemical equilibrium. If temperature (or pressure) is

constant, the chemical equilibrium is described by a surface

in the corresponding three-dimensional space.

In the case of interaction between four compounds,

which is the most important case for the purpose of this

review, a chemical equilibrium in a homogeneous system

under isothermal-isobaric conditions is usually represented

by a surface in the concentration tetrahedron (some exam-

ples will be given below while analyzing the data on

particular systems). If temperature or pressure varies in
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such a system, a graphical representation of the chemical

equilibrium is difficult since it is matched by a hypersurface

in the thermodynamic space.

For systems with reactions of ester synthesis and hydrol-

ysis

Alcohol (R1)+Acid (R2) Water (R3)+Ester (R4)

or stoichiometrically analogous chemical reactions, the

arrangement of the chemical equilibrium surfaces (at con-

stant temperature and pressure) in the composition tetrahe-

dron has some common features. According to the reaction

equation, all of the four ternary subsystems

R17R27R3

R17R27R4

R17R37R4

R27R37R4

are in a chemically non-equilibrium state; therefore, their

compositions cannot belong to the surface of the chemical

equilibrium. Obviously, two of the six binary subsystems,

viz., acid ± alcohol and water ± ester (R17R2 and R37R4),

are not in a chemical equilibrium either. Since there is no

chemical reaction in the other four binary subsystems

(R17R3, R17R4, R27R3, R27R4), the edges of the

composition tetrahedron which correspond to these binary

systems, as well as all of four vertices of the tetrahedron are

the borders of the chemical equilibrium surface. At the same

time, in accordance with the above, the faces and edges of

the concentration tetrahedron that correspond to all of

ternary and two (R17R2 and R37R4) of binary subsystems

cannot belong to this surface. Therefore, the chemical

equilibrium surface for the reaction

R1+R2 R3+R4

is located wholly inside the composition tetrahedron and

rests only upon four edges corresponding to the binary

systems without chemical reactions.

The curves, surfaces and hypersurfaces of a chemical

equilibrium represent a special case of isoaffine manifolds

(from the word affinity) corresponding to some non-zero

(the zero value corresponds to an equilibrium) but constant

value of affinity in a chemical non-equilibrium state:

A � ÿ
Xn
i� 1

nimi � const (7)

The manifolds of this kind are elements of the state

diagrams of systems with reactions in contrast to those

without reactions. These manifolds also represent curves,

surfaces or hypersurfaces in the corresponding concentra-

tion space

The complexity of graphic representation of thermody-

namic properties of chemical equilibrium states of multi-

component systems (and its impossibility in the case of

hypersurfaces) determined the introduction of transformed

composition variables (also called a-variables) to describe

chemical equilibrium compositions. The thermodynamic

deduction which was first carried out by Zharov 13 was

based on the fact that the number of independent variables

naturally decreases while the chemical equilibrium is main-

tained. Indeed, in accordance with condition (4), the num-

ber of thermodynamic degrees of freedom decreases by k if

there are k chemical equilibria. Thus, the number of

composition variables can be reduced by one if one rever-

sible chemical reaction occurs. The substantiation of the

introduction of new composition variables in the original

publication 13 was based on analysis of fundamental ther-

modynamic equations. Alternative applications of a-varia-
bles to the thermodynamic analysis of reacting systems of

different kinds were considered later in many studies, and,

first of all, in the studies performed at the Lomonosov

Moscow University of Fine Chemical Technology and

Saint Petersburg State University (see, for example,

Refs 14 ± 19).

Much later, virtually the same transformed composition

variables were suggested by Barbosa and Doherty 20 on the

basis of material balance equations. The composition vari-

ables in the Janecke indices, which are particularly applied

for constructing the diagrams of systems with an exchange

reaction are also worth to be mentioned.

Consider a special case, which is especially important for

this review, viz., a system of four compounds (n=4) with

esterification reaction of the type

Xn
i� 1

niRi �
X4
i� 1

niRi � ÿR1 ÿR2 �R3 �R4 � 0 (8)

(n1 � ÿ1; n2 � ÿ1; n3 � 1; n4 � 1). In this case, the trans-

formed composition variables (a-variables) have the follow-
ing forms

a1= x1+ x4

a2= x2+ x4

a3= x37x4

Obviously, the following conditions are also met:

a1+ a2+ a3=1

0< a1<1

0< a2<1

71< a3<1

Thus, the concentration space can be represented by a

square of a-variables, i.e., by a two-dimensional composi-

tion complex, instead of three-dimensional concentration

simplex (a composition tetrahedron). Examples of applica-

tion of transformed composition variables will be given in

the next section while discussing particular systems.

In addition to the particular location of manifolds of

chemical equilibria and stoichiometric lines, analysis of

reactive systems can consider the regularities of changes in

the thermodynamic properties on these manifolds and lines,

as well as the mutual arrangement of the surfaces of phase

and chemical equilibria. We will briefly discuss these issues,

mainly giving references to the relevant original papers. The

following problems are of practical interest in the first

place:

Ð the conditions for a pressure or temperature

extremum on stoichiometric (reaction) lines;

Ð the conditions for a pressure or temperature

extremum on the manifolds of a chemical equilibrium and

the criterion of composition invariance for reacting liquid

mixture in the course of a non-equilibrium chemical reac-
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tion in a vapour ± liquid system (chemical azeotrope, reac-

tive azeotrope, kinetic azeotrope);

Ð analysis of the mutual arrangement of manifolds of

chemical and phase equilibria if they cross in the concen-

tration space.

The conditions of pressure extremum on the reaction

lines were considered 21 on the basis of the generalized

Storonkin ± van der Waals differential equation. According

to the results of this study, a pressure extremum on the

reaction line in a system of four compounds with a chemical

reaction may be associated with three different reasons:

(i) the tie-line is orthogonal to chemical affinity gradient

and, hence, it belong to a surface tangent to the isoaffine

surface; (ii) the tie-line is of zero length, i.e., there is an

azeotropic point; (iii) a specific point of the vector field in

which gradA is a zero vector corresponds to the pressure

extremum.

For better illustration, we turn to a reactive system of

three substances.22 The conditions of existence of a sta-

tionary point on the pressure dependence on composition

along the reaction lines is reduced to simpler statements in

this case: (i) the chemical affinity isoline and the vapour ±

liquid tie-line are tangent to each other; (ii) the composi-

tions of the liquid and vapour phases are equal (a usual

azeotrope point); (iii) the derivatives of affinity with

respect to concentration are equal to zero. Clearly, the

first of these conditions is most interesting as it is non-

trivial; it is illustrated in Fig. 1. Other conditions represent

two special conditions of a stationary point.

The conditions for pressure or temperature extremum in

the chemical equilibrium manifolds, as well as the condi-

tions of composition invariability in a reacting liquid

mixture during a non-equilibrium chemical reaction in a

vapour ± liquid system have been repeatedly discussed in the

literature. In the general case, the conditions of invariability

of composition of a reaction mixture with simple vapor-

ization are related to the relative arrangement of the

reaction lines and directions of the vapour ± liquid tie-lines

(i.e., the direction of simple vaporization). Obviously, if the

rates of vaporization and the chemical reaction are equal

but opposite in direction (in the concentration space), the

composition of the reaction mixture is constant (i.e., there is

a stationary point). The special points of this type (chemical

azeotrope or reactive azeotrope) are of interest to design

combined reactive mass-transfer processes in chemical engi-

neering. Conditions for shifting or invariability of the

composition are also considered both for preserved chem-

ical equilibrium and for a non-equilibrium state (in the

latter case, the term `kinetic azeotrope' is used). Nonethe-

less, experimental data concerning the singular points of

this type are rather scanty (particular examples are given in

the next section). Therefore, here we just give references to

some recent publications (theoretical publications, first of

all) in this field.23 ± 25

Analysis of intersections of the manifolds of phase and

chemical equilibria in the concentration space is of practical

interest for considering immiscible solutions. Such an inter-

section of the thermodynamic surfaces means that there is a

chemical equilibrium in both homogeneous and heteroge-

neous regions of the reaction mixture compositions. A

simple illustration can be done for a ternary system: an

intersection of a binodal and the chemical equilibrium line

are considered in this case.

One of the possible forms of diagram for such a system

is shown in Fig. 2 as a vivid example. In this case, during the

reaction

X3
i� 1

niRi � n1R1 � n2R2 � n3R3 � 0

where n3 has the sign opposite to the signs of n1 and n2, or,
alternalevely,

jn1jR1 � jn2jR2 � jn3jR3

the chemical equilibrium for some compositions of the

reaction mixture is reached in the phase separation region,

i.e., in a two-phase heterogeneous region.

The true compositions of phases of the chemically

equilibrium heterogeneous system correspond to the points

L1 and L2 of the binodal in Fig. 2, and the overall

compositions of the chemically equilibrium mixtures belong

to the L1 ± L2 line. Lines of this type were called unique

reactive liquid ± liquid tie-lines.26 Later, a particular ternary

system (cyclohexene+water? cyclohexyl alcohol) in which

Tie-line

Reaction line

Isoaffine line

Vapour

composition

point

Isotherm-isobar

Figure 1. Relative arrangement of the chemical affinity isoline
(the isoaffine line), the vapour ± liquid tie-line, the reaction line and
the isotherm-isobar at the pressure extremum point in the reaction
line in a system of three compounds (the first case).22

R1

R3

R2

C
L2

L1

a

b

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a system with the chemical reac-
tion jn1jR1 � jn2jR2 � jn3jR3 and a chemical equilibrium in both
homogeneous and heterogeneous composition regions.
a, b is binodal; R1 ±R2 is the chemical equilibrium curve; straight
lines are the liquid ± liquid tie-lines; C is a critical point of the
liquid ± liquid equilibrium; dotted line L1 ± L2 is a singular (unique)
reaction tie-line.
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a chemical equilibrium is established both in homogeneous

and heterogeneous regions was considered using model

calculations.27

As for the systems of four compounds, a diagram of

simple vaporization including homogeneous and heteroge-

neous regions of the chemical equilibrium for n-propyl

laurate synthesis was reported.28 Note that, strictly speal-

ing, a shift in a solution composition in the chemical

equilibrium surface should be considered as a result of

combined reactive mass-transfer processes including the

reaction and vaporization. The relative arrangement of

bimodal surfaces and chemical equilibrium surfaces was

studied more thoroughly for the systems formed in the

syntheses of ethyl acetate and n-propyl acetate: an inter-

section of these surfaces is observed in the latter case.

Specific features of these systems are discussed in the next

section where experimental data are analyzed.

In addition to the problems listed above, of certain

interest is also analysis of the changes in affinities in the

reactive systems depending on the arrangement of tie-lines

and binodals. Some results concerning this problem were

obtained in several studies.29, 30 It should also be noted that

for process design in chemical industry, thermodynamic

topological analysis is of significant importance since its

results are highly valuable for the development of flow

charts for combined reactive mass-transfer processes.31 ± 35

III. Experimental data on phase and chemical
equilibria in multicomponent heterogeneous
systems with chemical reactions

Here, the key attention is paid to the studies published after

2005 and also to some earlier studies (published mainly after

2001) which were not discussed in the previous review

devoted to the systems with the esterification reaction and

the liquid ± vapour phase equilibrium. Exceptions are sev-

eral publications also not considered in earlier review 9

which are mainly devoted to chemical equilibria (but not

to a vapour ± liqiud phase equilibrium) and included

because a comprehensive review should cover the whole

body of detailed and reliable data even though they were

obtained rather long ago. It should also be noted that the

cited studies not necessarily include simultaneous investiga-

tion of both phase and chemical equilibria. However, the set

of data even if they were obtained by different authors who

studied one or other equilibrium is undoubtedly useful for

thorough characterization of a heterogeneous reactive sys-

tem if, of course, the data are correct. Note also that some

authors presented their data on phase and chemical equi-

libria in different publications (see, for instance, the systems

with reactions of synthesis of ethyl acetate and n-propyl

acetate).

III.1. Systems with the esterification reaction
Table 1 summarizes the principal sources of data on the

phase and chemical equilibria in the systems with reactions

of esterification and hydrolysis of esters (note that the

review 9 rather than original studies is indicated in many

cases).

III.1.a. Formic acid ±methanol ±methyl formate ±water

Apparently, this system was the first multicomponent sys-

tem with chemical reactions for which complete and

detailed experimental results indicating simultaneous chem-

ical and phase equilibria were obtained.15

The chemical equilibrium surface in the irregular concen-

tration tetrahedron obtained on the basis of these data and

a short discussion of the results are given in the cited

review.9 A new, more vivid form of the three-dimensional

diagram in the composition tetrahedron is shown in Fig. 3:

the experimentally determined 15 points of compositions of

mixtures at chemical equilibrium for which the vapour ±

HCO2H+MeOH HCO2Me + H2O

Table 1. Sources of thermodynamic data for the systems with the
reactions of esterification ± hydrolysis.

Ester Ref.

Methyl formate 9, 36 ± 38

Ethyl formate 37, 38

n-Propyl formate 38

Isopropyl formate 37, 38

Methyl acetate 9, 39, 40

Ethyl acetate 9, 41 ± 46

n-Propyl acetate 9, 29, 47 ± 52

Isopropyl acetate 9

n-Butyl acetate 9, 53 ± 56

n-Pentyl acetate 9, 57

Isopentyl acetate 9

n-Hexyl acetate 9, 58

n-Propyl propionate 59

n-Butyl propionate 9

Isopentyl propionate 60

Methyl laurate 9

2-Ethylhexyl laurate 9

n-Propyl laurate 9

Methyl oleate 9, 61

Methyl lactate 62

Ethyl lactate 63

Methanol

Methyl

formate

Formic

acid

Water

Figure 3. The chemical equilibrium surface in the formic acid ±
methanol ±methyl formate ± water system.
Dark points are the composition points corresponding to the
chemical equilibrium compositions.
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liquid equilibrium was also studied are indicated in the

chemical equilibrium surface.

In addition, in this study,15 transformed composition

variables (a-variables) were used for the first time to express

thermodynamic properties of the chemically equilibrium

states. Subsequently, there was no detailed investigation of

the simultaneous phase and chemical equilibria in this

system, although data on the chemical equilibrium were

published.36 Unfortunately, these data were not completely

correct as one can see from their presentation in the original

text; in particular, a shift of the chemical equilibrium under

the action of a catalyst was reported there, although,

obviously, it was actually a change in the rate and com-

pleteness of chemical equilibrium.

It is also necessary to point out a publication of

Tischmeyer and Arlt,37 who studied the dependences of

temperature, pressure and composition during chemical

reaction (viz., during methyl formate synthesis), i.e., along

the reaction (stoichiometric) lines. The measurement of

phase equilibria parameters in this quaternary system was

not the aim of this research. The aim was to use these data

for estimating the characteristics of several binary systems

containing aliphatic alcohol and carboxylic acid, including

the methanol ± formic acid system. The reason of the use of

this approach consisted in difficulty of direct and accurate

measurement of parameters of the vapour ± liquid equili-

brium if components react giving, in the case of esterifica-

tion, two additional components (methyl formate and

water). The approach providing quite accurate data was

based on determining the phase equilibrium shift depending

on the composition of the liquid phase (liquid phases)

during the chemical reaction. This method including both

experimental measurements and modelling seems quite

reasonable. Some data on the concentration of the compo-

nents in the vapour phase were obtained in these experi-

ments; however, the approaches based on modelling

(Wilson equation, other models of local compositions, the

UNIFAC model {) prevailed in this study, in particular, in

the determination of vapour compositions. The experimen-

tally obtained data on the concentration in the vapour were

only used for additional verification of the results of model

calculations. The possibility of phase separation during

esterification was also shortly discussed. The data in this

study 37 were obtained in the 313 ± 333 K temperature

range; the chemical equilibrium was not investigated there.

Noteworthy is also the paper of Pisarenko and Bala-

shov,64 who report the results of the chemical equilibrium

calculations, as well as earlier study 38 reporting experimen-

tal data on the chemical equilibrium at 373 K.

III.1.b. Formic acid ± ethanol ± ethyl formate ±water

The data on the vapour ± liquid equilibrium in the

temperature range of 313 ± 333 K in the system with the

reaction of ethyl formate synthesis were reported in the

paper of Tischmeyer and Arlt.37

The temperature, pressure and composition dependences

during esterification in the starting binary system of formic

acid and ethanol (along the reaction lines), and also phase

separation in the reaction mixture during the reaction were

studied. As in the case of the above discussed system with

the reaction of formation of methyl formate, the aim of this

study was, first of all, to estimate characteristics of the

binary system composed of the aliphatic alcohol and the

carboxylic acid but not to find phase equilibria parameters

for the ethyl formate ± ethanol ± formic acid ± water quater-

nary system. The data on thermodynamic properties of the

quaternary system were necessary for more accurate deter-

mination of the parameters of the vapour ± liquid equili-

brium in the starting binary system with a chemical reaction

of components. Thus, the authors were able to correlate the

phase equilibrium shift with a possible change in the

solution composition caused by the chemical reaction. It is

worth noting that despite the obtained direct experimental

data on the vapour composition of the quaternary mixtures,

the authors predominantly used modelling for estimation of

compositions, while the experimental data about the vapour

phase served to check the modelling reliability. The chem-

ical equilibrium was not investigated there. As a source of

experimental data on the chemical equilibrium at 373 K, an

earlier publication 38 can be indicated.

III.1.c. Formic acid ± n-propyl alcohol ±n-propyl formate ±water

To the best of our knowledge, there is no recent experimen-

tal study of chemical or phase equilibrium in this system.

Therefore, we refer only to the publication 38 considering

the chemical equilibrium at 373 K in which 19 chemical

equilibrium compositions were identified (the paper con-

tains references to even earlier studies). The analysis of the

data on the chemical equilibrium included determination of

equilibrium constants expressed in concentration units. The

obtained data were also used to calculate heats of formation

of the compounds involved.

III.1.d. Formic acid ± isopropyl alcohol ± isopropyl formate ±water

The data on the vapour ± liquid equilibrium in this system in

the 313 ± 353 K temperature range were reported in a study

of Tischmeyer and Arlt,37 which was cited above.

Dependences of temperature, pressure and composition

during esterification of formic acid with isopropyl alcohol

along the stoichiometric lines in the concentration space of

the quaternary system were given. As in the cases of the

systems considered above (the methyl and ethyl formate

syntheses), one of the main goals of this study was to

establish the precise parameters of the vapour ± liquid equi-

librium in the aliphatic alcohol ± carboxylic acid binary

system, while ascertainment of parameters of the phase

equilibria in the formic acid ± isopropyl alcohol ± isopropyl

formate ± water quaternary system was an additional, aux-

iliary purpose of the research. The data on the phase

equilibrium in the quaternary system made it possible to

take into account the possible shift of the phase equilibrium

due to variation in the composition of the acid ± alcohol

binary system during the reaction. The obtained experimen-

HCO2H+ EtOH HCO2Et + H2O

HCO2Prn + H2OHCO2H+ PrnOH

HCO2H+ PriOH HCO2Pri + H2O

{UNIFAC (UNIQUAC Functional-group Activity Coefficients) is a

model to describe thermodynamic characteristics based on parameters of

the functional groups of compounds.
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tal data were used for verification of the model calculations

of the phase equilibrium in the quaternary system carried

out by the authors. The chemical equilibrium was not

explored, a possible source of experimental data on this

system can be an earlier publication of Schultz.38

III.1.e. Acetic acid ±methanol ±methyl acetate ±water

Note that most complete and reliable data concerning the

vapour ± liquid equilibrium for chemical equilibrium con-

ditions in this system were obtained in the study of Berna-

tovaÂ et al.,19 which has already been discussed in the

review.9

Some additional results obtained in subsequent studies

concern the liquid ± liquid equilibria and problems of reac-

tive distillation. In particular, experimental data on the

liquid ± liquid equilibrium were obtained 39 for the acetic

acid ±methanol ±methyl acetate ± water quaternary system

and the acetic acid ±methyl acetate ± water ternary system at

293, 303, 313 and 323 K and under atmospheric pressure.

The NRTL { and UNIQUAC;} models were applied for

correlation of the experimental data and for calculation of

activity coefficients. A good agreement between the exper-

imental data and modelling results was noted.

The study of Zuo et al.40 was mainly devoted to prob-

lems (kinetics and catalysis) of the synthesis of methyl

acetate and to the design of the reactive distillation process.

At the same time, the chemical equilibrium constant (Keq,

expressed through the component activities), which was

derived from authors' experimental data, and its temper-

ature dependence in the 318.15 ± 333.15 K range were also

reported:

lnKeq �
2565:1

T
ÿ 4:7335

Among other recent studies, it is worthy to mention the

study of Navarro-Espinosa et al.,65 who considered a series

of binary systems, being subsystems of quaternary systems

with esterification in progress at a pressure of 77.3 kPa. The

authors indicated that the circulation apparatus was used in

the experiments to study the vapour ± liquid equilibrium in

the systems with a chemical reaction. At the same time, it is

not entirely clear how the possible occurrence of the

esterification reaction was checked when the methanol ±

acetic acid system was studied or, in other words, if the data

on the equilibrium are really the data for the binary system

but not for a reaction mixture containing at least traces of

methyl acetate. Possibly, the authors thought that this

reaction was inhibited under the conditions they used

(reduced pressure and no catalyst). Note that in an earlier

study of other authors,66 it was noted that the reaction

between an acid and an alcohol is slow at 298.15 and

323.15 K and, hence, it is difficul to detect the vapour ±

liquid equilibrium in this binary system. Nevertheless, some

data concerning the equilibrium with vapour in the

methanol ± acetic acid system were obtained by shortening

the time of experiments and presented in that paper.66

III.1.f. Acetic acid ± ethanol ± ethyl acetate ±water

BernatovaÂ et al.41 obtained experimental data on the com-

bined phase and chemical equilibrium for the acetic acid ±

ethanol ± ethyl acetate ± water system; 39 compositions cor-

responding to the chemical equilibrium at 348.15 K were

investigated.

The data were analyzed using the NRTL model. The binary

parameters of the model of four binary systems without a

chemical interaction were obtained by processing the avail-

able data taking into account that the vapour phase was

non-ideal. The parameters of the NRTL model for two

systems with chemical reactions (ethyl acetate ± water and

acetic acid ± ethanol) were estimated during optimization of

the data for the quaternary system. The correlation results

indicate a good agreement between the theoretical and

experimental data. Transformed composition variables

were used in the graphic representation of the data with

reference to a work of Barbosa and Doherty.20 The authors

also presented three-dimensional images of the surfaces of

equilibrium liquid and vapour phases for the chemical

equilibrium states above the square of transformed compo-

sition variables. The esterification was carried out in the

presence of a catalyst (1.5 mass% of p-toluenesulfonic

acid); the authors pointed to the reliability of their data on

the chemical equilibrium. On the whole, the study cited 41 is

one of the most thorough and detailed studies dealing with

the simultaneous phase and chemical equilibria and is

characterized by clear statements and presentation of the

results.

In contrast to this study,41 the work of Hu et al.67 is

mainly devoted to applied aspects such as intensification of

the reactive distillation with participation of n-butyl acetate

as a separating agent, which, according to authors' esti-

mates, results in substantial decrease in power consumption

for ethyl acetate synthesis (by up to 32%). The results of

this study are largely based on analysis of the phase

equilibria in the acetic acid ± ethanol ± ethyl acetate ± water

system, thus illustrating the practical importance of data on

the phase equilibrium in reacting systems. The NRTL

model parameters recommended for simulation of the

process are reported in this paper.

The purpose of the study of Modla 42 was also the design

of reactive distillation. Nevertheless, diagrams of simple

vaporization in ternary and quaternary systems were given

in this paper along with rather detailed discussion. The

system behaviours were considered either in the presence of

a chemical reaction (in the chemical equilibrium state) or

without the reaction (in absence of a catalyst). In the latter

case, the simple vaporization curves can be represented for

all of the four ternary systems; diagrams for pressures of

101 and 1000 kPa were presented. The simple vaporization

curves in the quaternary system are shown in the concen-

tration tetrahedron for the same pressures. The lines of

composition changes presented in the squares of trans-

formed composition variables 20 for the same pressures of

101 and 1000 kPa are located on the surface of the chemical

MeCO2Me +H2OMeCO2H+MeOH

MeCO2H+ EtOH MeCO2Et + H2O

{NRTL (Non-Random Two Liquid model) is a model describing exces-

sive Gibbs energy of a homogeneous or phase-separated solutions; this

makes it possible, in particular, to determine the activity coefficients.

}UNIQUAC (UNIversal QUasi-Chemical) is a known model for calcu-

lation of excessive Gibbs energy and other thermodynamic characteristics

on the basis of the universal quasi-chemical theory.
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equilibrium and, therefore, they are the curves of a com-

bined reactive mass transfer process, which includes vapor-

ization and the reaction. It was also indicated that a reactive

azeotrope exists for this system (on the surface of the

chemical equilibrium), the composition of this azeotrope

significantly depends on pressure.

The work of Zheng et al.43 was devoted to analysis of the

simple vaporization curves in the acetic acid ± ethanol ±

ethyl acetate ± water system. The NRTL model was used in

the calculations. The authors considered transformations of

diagrams of the combined reactive mass transfer process

(reaction+vaporization) while varying the DamkoÈ hler

numbers, which characterize the relative rates of the reac-

tion and vaporization. Particularly, the zero value of a

DamkoÈ hler number means that there is no reaction in the

system. The simulated diagram of curves (of simple vapor-

ization, in this case) in the concentration tetrahedron was

presented. Simultaneously, the authors presented a diagram

in a rectangle (`for a better visualization'); however, its

meaning is not completely clear: this diagram cannot be a

square of transformed composition variables since not only

the chemical equilibrium surface was considered but the

whole range of states of this system. The given reference to a

thesis performed at the National Taiwan University of

Science and Technology is not sufficient because of inacces-

sibility of this source. Another diagram in this publication 43

illustrates the transformation of curves of the combined

process for different DamkoÈ hler numbers. The authors also

presented their own scheme of the ethyl acetate synthesis,

which was based on the analysis of curves of the combined

process.

The set of two publications 44, 45 present a study of

both the chemical equilibrium and the liquid ± liquid

equilibrium. The position of the binodal surface was

additionally determined by the cloud-point technique

(isothermal titration for clouding and clearing of the

solution). The reaction was conducted in the presence of

an acid catalyst, the compositions of chemical equilibrium

mixtures and equilibrium liquid phases were determined

by gas chromatography in both studies. The experimental

data on the liquid ± liquid equilibrium were compared with

the results of calculations using the UNIFAC model, a

good agreement between the experimental and calculated

data was observed. As a result of the investigation of the

chemical equilibrium during the esterification reaction, 64

chemical equilibrium compositions were found, which

made it possible to represent the position of the chemical

equilibrium surface in the composition tetrahedron fairly

accurately. As a result of the study of the phase equili-

brium, location of 19 liquid ± liquid tie-lines was estab-

lished in the quaternary system, 8 tie-lines were found in

the acetic acid ± ethyl acetate ± water subsystem and 6 tie-

lines were detected in the ethanol ± ethyl acetate ± water

subsystem. Determination of the position of the solubility

surface by the isothermal titration method resulted in

identification of 52 solution compositions on this surface.

Thus, the results provide quite accurate representation of

the binodal surface and location of the liquid ± liquid tie-

lines in the acetic acid ± ethanol ± ethyl acetate ± water

system. In addition, the compositions of 5 solutions

corresponding to the liquid ± liquid critical state were

determined,45 which made it possible to construct the

critical curve in the concentration tetrahedron. The data

obtained also gave a possibility to estimate the relative

arrangement of the surfaces of the chemical and phase

(liquid ± liquid) equilibria in the concentration space.

Concluding the discussion of the system with the reac-

tion of formation of ethyl acetate, it should be noted that

the ethanol ± acetic acid system was also studied at a

pressure of 77.3 kPa in the work of Navarro-Espinosa

et al.65 mentioned above while discussing the reaction of

methyl acetate synthesis. As in the case of the acetic acid ±

methanol system, in the case of the binary system under

discussion with possible occurrence of esterification, the

authors assumed apparently that the reaction was inhibited

under the conditions used (low pressure and no catalyst).

Accordingly, the presence of the reaction products (ethyl

acetate and water) was ruled out during the investigation of

the vapour ± liquid equilibrium. It is worth noting that the

results of a study of the vapour ± liquid equilibrium in this

binary system at 298.15 K were also reported 68 without

mentioning the possibility of a chemical reaction between

ethanol and acetic acid; this is in agreement, to some extent,

with the above assumption that this reaction could be

ignored in the performed experiments.

It is also necessary to mention the mainly theoretical

study 46 dealing with modelling of a combined chemical and

phase equilibrium in the course of the esterification reaction

in carbon dioxide at high pressures.

III.1.g. Acetic acid ± n-propyl alcohol ±n-propyl acetate ±water

A short survey of the data published earlier and devoted to

the vapour ± liquid, liquid ± liquid equilibria and the chem-

ical equilibrium in the acetic acid ± n-propyl alcohol ±

n-propyl acetate ± water system has been reported.47

Also, data of different authors concerning characteristics of

azeotropes in this system at 313.15 K were considered.

Some graphical illustrations were presented, including the

chemical equilibrium surface in the composition tetrahe-

dron, the vapour ± liquid isotherms-isobars on the chemical

equilibrium surface projected onto the square of a-varia-
bles, including those with marked pressure maximum points

on these surfaces. The qualitative pattern of the evaporation

curves under chemical equilibrium being maintained

(a combined reactive mass-transfer process: reaction+va-

porization) was presented and a brief analysis of the system

phase diagram was given. In addition, the shape of the

binodal surface was shown in illustrations of the paper. The

main objective of this work 47 comprised also analysis of

available contradictory data concerning the phase behav-

iour of the system under consideration. In particular, the

possibility of intersection of the surfaces of the chemical and

phase equilibria in the concentration space was discussed;

however, the final conclusion remained open to question

because of deficiency of the experimental data.

Experimental data on the solubility and compositions of

the critical points in the acetic acid ± n-propyl alcohol ±

n-propyl acetate ± water system at 313.15 K were obtained

in the study of Toikka et al.48 In addition to detailed

information about the position of the solubility surface in

the quaternary system, it was proven on the basis of the

performed study that there is a composition region simulta-

neously belonging to both the chemical equilibrium surface

and the solubility surface, i.e., an intersection of these

surfaces in the concentration space (tetrahedron) was ascer-

MeCO2Prn + H2OMeCO2H+ PrnOH
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tained. It was also shown for the first time that there are

liquid ± liquid critical points that simultaneously belong to

chemical equilibrium. The solubility diagrams were pre-

sented for a series of cross-sections of the concentration

tetrahedron, as well as the whole solubility surface and the

location of the phase separation region on the surface of

chemical equilibrium in the square of a-variables.
A paper 49 devoted to the general characteristics of

solubility in the systems with chemical reactions considers,

as an example, the system with the reaction of n-propyl

acetate synthesis. Special attention was paid to the critical

states of the liquid ± liquid systems in chemically active

media. The topology of the liquid ± liquid equilibrium dia-

grams was discussed. In particular, as an illustration, the

region of intersection of the surfaces of the chemical and

phase equilibria for the acetic acid ± n-propyl alcohol ±

n-propyl acetate ± water system in the concentration tetra-

hedron was presented with indication of the pattern of the

critical curve and location of chemical equilibrium critical

points at 313.15 K. The diagram in a-variables, which

illustrated the location of the chemical equilibrium critical

points and the phase separation region on the chemical

equilibrium surface, was also given.

New experimental data on the solubility and the

liquid ± liquid equilibrium in the n-propyl alcohol ± n-propyl

acetate ± water ternary subsystem at 293.15, 303.15 and

313.15 K were reported by Toikka et al.50 The results of

calculations of the liquid ± liquid equilibrium with the use of

the UNIFAC model were presented. They are in a good

agreement (from practical point of view) with experimental

data.

The purpose of the study of Toikka et al.51 comprised

experimental identification of the chemical equilibrium

states in the acetic acid ± n-propanol ± n-propyl acetate ±

water system at 303.15 K and calculations of the vapour ±

liquid equilibrium in the framework of the UNIFAC model.

Preliminarily, calculations of the vapour ± liquid equili-

brium at 313.15 K were performed using this model because

there were literature data concerning the phase and chem-

ical equilibrium at this temperature and this provided the

possibility to assess precision of the calculations and make a

conclusion about applicability of the UNIFAC model for

303.15 K. The results obtained were used to construct the

isotherms-isobars of the liquid phase, which were presented

as projections onto square of a-variables with indication of

the phase separation region for the solution under the

chemical equilibrium.

III.1.h. Acetic acid ± n-butanol ± n-butyl acetate ±water

This system belongs to the most studied systems.

A brief description of numerous earlier studies is given in

the review cited above.9 In addition, it is necessary to

mention another early study 53 where solubility and the

liquid ± liquid equilibrium at 298 K under atmospheric

pressure were investigated in detail and with quite high

precision (up to 1 mass%).

The most interesting recent study was carried out by

Grob and Hasse.54 The phase and chemical equilibria were

studied predominantly for temperatures at which industrial

processes are usually carried out (353.15 ± 393.15 K), i.e., at

temperatures close to boiling points. The vapour ± liquid

equilibrium was ascertained for binary and ternary subsys-

tems, several results were also reported for the quaternary

system. The chemical equilibrium was investigated at

353.15, 373.15 and 393.15 K. One of the advantages of this

work lies in the fact that the liquid ± liquid equilibrium was

explored both for the homogeneous region of compositions

of the reaction mixture under chemical equilibrium and for

the phase separation region. Thus, it can be concluded that

the binodal and chemical equilibrium surfaces do intersect

in the concentration space at these temperatures (unfortu-

nately, no graphical illustration is given in the paper). To

correlate the obtained experimental data, the authors used

different models such as NRTL, UNIQUAC, COSMO-RS

and the PC-SAFT equation of state.} The results of calcu-

lations obtained with the use of all models are in good

agreement with experimental data; however, the best results

(from the point of view of best capability in prediction of

properties of this system) were obtained using COSMO-RS.

The presented graphical illustrations also include diagrams

in transformed composition variables for the chemical

equilibrium states.

An experimental study of the chemical equilibrium in

the acetic acid ± n-butanol ± n-butyl acetate ± water system

was also carried out at the temperature of 358 K,55 which

corresponds to the conditions of implementation of the

combined reactive mass transfer process. Compositions of

18 solutions corresponding to the chemical equilibrium were

found. The mathematical treatment of the results to obtain

the equilibrium constant was described in detail in this

publication; the recommended value of the constant is 18.0.

The vapour ± liquid equilibria in the acetic acid ± n-butyl

acetate, n-butanol ± n-butyl acetate, n-butanolÐwater

binary systems at 101.3 kPa and the liquid ± liquid equili-

brium in the n-butanol ± water binary system were studied

by Lladosa et al.56 Despite the fact that some chemical

equilibrium data were not reported, it follows from the text

that the vapour ± liquid equilibrium in the quaternary sys-

tem was determined for the chemical equilibrium states. The

chemical equilibrium compositions are directly presented in

the table of data on the vapour ± liquid equilibrium. This

reaction was carried out in the presence of a catalyst

(p-toluenesulfonic acid) in the amount (according to the

published data) of 1.5 mass%. Therefore, as follows from

the text,56 the vapour ± liquid equilibrium corresponds to

the phases additionally containing also this acid. While

studying the vapour ± liquid equilibrium, the compositions

were analyzed by gas chromatography; the liquid ± liquid

equilibrium in the binary system was determined visually

during titration as the solution cloud point. The data were

correlated using the NRTL and UNIQUAC models.

III.1.i. Acetic acid ± n-pentanol ± n-pentyl acetate ±water

The simultaneous phase and chemical equilibrium in the

acetic acid ± n-pentanol ± n-pentyl acetate ± water system

was studied by a static method.57

The temperature range of the study was 373.15 ± 393.15 K;

it was chosen considering the conditions of the n-pentyl

MeCO2H+ BunOH MeCO2Bun + H2O

MeCO2C5H11-n + H2OMeCO2H+ n-C5H11OH

}COSMO-RS (Conductor like Screening Model for Real Solvents) is a

model to calculate and predict thermodynamic characteristics using

quantum chemical methods; PC-SAFT (Perturbed-Chain Statistical Asso-

ciating Fluid Theory) is one of modern state equations, which is used to

compute thermodynamic characteristics.
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acetate synthesis. In addition to the quaternary system, the

vapour ± liquid equilibria were explored for binary subsys-

tems: acetic acid ± n-pentanol at 333.15 K and acetic

acid ± n-pentyl acetate in the temperature range of

353.15 ± 393.15 K. The data on the binary systems were

used to estimate the binary interaction parameters in the

NRTL model, which was also applied to calculations of the

system characteristics.

III.1.j. Acetic acid ± n-hexanol ± n-hexyl acetate ±water

A large body of data on the phase equilibria (vapour ± liquid

and liquid ± liquid) in this system is presented in the paper of

Schmitt and Hasse.58 The data include the equilibria in

binary and ternary subsystems over wide temperature

ranges (280 ± 440 K) and pressures (30 ± 90 kPa).

The tables of data contained in this paper include parame-

ters of the phase equilibria for both isobaric and isothermal

conditions. It was indicated that together with the available

literature data, the results of this study form a complete

high-quality database, which is necessary for modelling and

simulation, as well as for design of the reactive distillation

process. The calculations, correlations and simulations were

performed using the NRTL model. The chemical equili-

brium data were not reported.

III.1.k. Propionic acid ± n-propanol ± n-propyl propionate ±water

The phase equilibrium with simultaneous chemical equili-

brium has not been studied in this system in recent years.

The results of the study of Altman et al.59 on the phase

equilibria should be noted. As in the case of many other

studies of the phase equilibria in mixtures with a chemical

reaction, the purpose of this work was to determine param-

eters necessary to design a reactive distillation process, viz.,

of the synthesis of n-propyl propionate in the presence of a

catalyst (an acidic ion-exchange resin). The vapour ± liquid

equilibria were investigated at 101.3 kPa for the binary

systems such as n-propanol ± propionic acid, n-propa-

nol ± n-propyl propionate, n-propyl propionateÐpropionic

acid, water ± n-propyl propionate, as well as the liquid ±

liquid equilibrium in the n-propanol ± n-propyl propiona-

te ± water ternary system at 101.3 kPa and 288.15 K. The

choice of these systems was dictated by the fact that no data

or insifficiently reliable data were reported for these systems

in earlier works. It was noted that there is virtually no

reaction between the acid and the alcohol without a cata-

lyst: this fact is very important for direct determination of

the vapour ± liquid equilibrium in an alcohol ± acid system.

The authors noted that the data on six binary subsystems

and one phase-separated ternary subsystem are sufficient to

describe the phase behaviour of a quaternary system and to

design a reactive distillation process. In accordance with the

drawn conclusions,59 the parameters of the phase equili-

brium in this system sufficient for practical purposes can be

calculated (approximating the non-ideal vapour phase by

the Hayden ±O'Connell method) in terms of the

UNIQUAC model; the binary interaction parameters for

the UNIQUAC model were given.

III.1.l. Propionic acid ± isopentyl alcohol ± isopentyl

propionate ±water

The data on this system are not numerous, they are mainly

related to the ester production.

On the basis of the obtained experimental data on compo-

sitions corresponding to a chemical equilibrium, thermody-

namic equilibrium constants were determined 60 for several

temperatures. The NRTL equation was applied to calculate

the constants, the binary parameters of the NRTL model

were taken from the literature. A weak dependence of the

chemical equilibrium constants on the temperature was

noted, although the accuracy of determination of the con-

stant was not high: Keq= 63.42� 14.68.

III.1.m. Oleic acid ±methanol ±methyl oleate ±water

The simultaneous chemical and phase (liquid ± liquid) equi-

librium in the system with the reaction of synthesis of

methyl oleate was investigated at 346 K.61

The goal was to search for an alternative solution of the

problem of phase separation in this system during the

chemical reaction. The reaction between oleic acid and

methanol was carried out in the presence of an ion exchange

resin (in the H form) as a catalyst. The authors proposed an

algorithm for calculation of the simultaneous phase and

chemical equilibrium based on the use of the thermody-

namic equilibrium constant and the UNIQUAC model.

III.1.n. Lactic acid ±methanol ±methyl lactate ±water

Experimental data on the vapour ± liquid equilibrium for

102 chemical equilibrium compositions in the system with

the reaction of formation of methyl lactate under isobaric

conditions (101.33 kPa) were reported.62

Also, the activity and fugacity coefficients, as well as

thermodynamic constants of the chemical equilibrium were

given (the difference in the values of the latter can be

attribited to some extent to the difference between the

phase equilibrium temperatures, although it can also be

due to the experimental error). The results of a study of the

vapour ± liquid equilibrium for the water ± lactic acid binary

system were also presented with indication of the content of

the lactic acid dimer in the table of data; these experiments

were conducted to estimate the parameters of the

UNIQUAC model. The correlation of the data on the

phase and chemical equilibria with the use of this model

was reported. The phase equilibrium diagram for the

chemical equilibrium state, which represented the surfaces

of the liquid and vapour phases above the square of the

transformed composition variables, was adduced; it was

noted that no reactive azeotrope was observed.

III.1.o. Lactic acid ± ethanol ± ethyl lactate ±water

Experimental data on the vapour ± liquid equilibrium

(115 chemical equilibrium compositions) for the system

MeCO2H+ n-C6H13OH MeCO2C6H13-n + H2O

EtCO2Prn + H2OEtCO2H+ PrnOH

EtCO2H+ Pri(CH2)2OH EtCO2(CH2)2Pri + H2O

Me(CH2)7CH CH(CH2)7CO2H+MeOH

Me(CH2)7CH CH(CH2)7CO2Me + H2O

MeCH(OH)CO2H+MeOH MeCH(OH)CO2Me +H2O
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with the reaction of formation of ethyl lactate at 101.33 kPa

were obtained by Delgado et al.63

The experimental data were correlated using the UNI-

QUAC model, and activity coefficients were calculated.

The dependence of the chemical equilibrium constant on

temperature was analyzed. The diagram of the phase

equilibrium for the chemical equilibrium states, which

represents the surfaces of the liquid and vapour phases

above the square of transformed composition variables,

was presented; the existence of reactive azeotrope was not

ascertained.

III.2. Systems with other reactions
This section is devoted to brief description of other reactive

systems, for which there are data (experimental or computa-

tional), which make it possible to perform thermodynamic

analysis or obtain a qualitative estimate of the simultaneous

phase and chemical equilibrium.

III.2.a. Ethyl acetate ± ethanol ± n-propyl acetate ±n-propyl alcohol

This system corresponds to the transesterification reaction

A vapour ± liquid equilibrium and a chemical equilibrium in

the ethyl acetate ± ethanol ± n-propyl acetate ± n-propyl

alcohol system was studied at 323.15 and 348.15 K;69 data

about 116 chemical equilibrium compositions were

obtained. The vapour ± liquid equilibrium was studied at

the same temperatures in all of six binary subsystems. These

data were used to estimate the binary interaction parame-

ters in the NRTL model. The calculated equilibrium param-

eters for the quaternary system agree well with the

experimental data. In the course of determination of com-

positions corresponding to the chemical equilibrium, it was

found that the transesterification does not occur in the

absence of a catalyst both in the case of the ethanol ±

n-propyl acetate system and in the case of the n-propa-

nol ± ethyl acetate. This fact facilitated the research of the

phase equilibrium in both binary systems of the reactants.

In the presence of a catalyst (0.02 mass% of potassium tert-

butoxide), the chemical equilibrium is reached quite fast

(<30 min). Three-dimensional phase diagrams in trans-

formed composition variables were presented in the publi-

cation, they included the surfaces of the liquid and vapour

phases for the chemical equilibrium state in the quaternary

system. Azeotropic compositions were ascertained for three

binary subsystems, viz., ethanol ± ethyl acetate, ethanol ±

n-propyl acetate, n-propyl alcohol ± n-propyl acetate.

III.2.b. Methyl acetate ±methanol ± n-propyl acetate ± n-propanol

The transesterification reaction in this system was analyzed

with the purpose of design of the reactive distillation

process (isolation of methanol and n-propyl acetate).70

Thermodynamic data on this system are quite limited. It

was noted that in analogous earlier studies, the activity

coefficients for transesterification of methyl acetate with n-

butanol or n-hexanol were determined using the NRTL,

UNIQUAC or UNIFAC models, while the reactive distil-

lation was modelled in terms of UNIQUAC. Therefore, the

latter model was chosen by the authors to estimate the

activity coefficients and other thermodynamic character-

istics of this system.

III.2.c. Methyl acetate ±methanol ± isopropyl acetate ± isopropanol

The methyl acetate ±methanol ± isopropyl acetate ± isopro-

panol system with transesterification reaction was studied

by Xiao et al.71

Data on the vapour ± liquid equilibrium were obtained

under isobaric conditions at 101.3 kPa for the quaternary

system and one of the binary systems (methyl acetate ± iso-

propyl acetate). For other binary systems, the authors used

available literature data. The data were correlated using the

Wilson model and the NRTL and UNIQUAC models. The

results of the calculations of the equilibrium parameters for

the quaternary system indicated that the best correspond-

ence to the experimental data was achieved with the use of

the NRTL model. It is necessary to note that experimental

data obtained in this study were limited to determination of

16 compositions for the quaternary system and 10 compo-

sitions for the binary system. In addition, since the paper

gives no information on the chemical equilibrium, the

presented data on the vapour ± liquid equilibrium in the

quaternary system do not correspond, apparently, to a

simultaneous chemical equilibrium.

IV. General discussion of the data on the phase and
chemical equilibria in multicomponent systems
with chemical reactions

In this Section, some general conclusions concerning multi-

component heterogeneous fluid systems with chemical reac-

tions are made based on the thermodynamic regularities

discussed in Section II and the results of the analysis of

particular systems given in Section III. First of all, it should

be noted that the current database of the experimentally

obtained results is rather limited. The present review does

not claim to give exhaustive information on the phase

equilibria in chemically reacting systems; however, it covers

quite a number of available publications. The cited studies

were mainly devoted to quite simple cases, in particular,

they rarely considered the possibility of parallel reactions or

processes in the gas phase, although thermodynamic anal-

ysis always took into account dimerization of acetic acid in

the gas phase.

Experimental investigation of the phase and chemical

equilibria in the systems with the esterification or trans-

esterification reaction have a practical importance for

chemical engineering, on the one hand, and are of funda-

mental scientific interest, on the other hand. Indeed, these

systems are good subjects for a physicochemical analysis

because of applicability of conventional methods for study-

ing phase and chemical equilibria. Of course, a wide range

of chemically reacting heterogeneous systems are significant

for chemical industry; however, due to complexity of

experimental studies, the experimental data obtained are

limited and incomplete. For instance, data on multicompo-

nent systems, in which not all of the substances react, are

presented in some publications (not cited in this review). As

a rule, such investigations deal with the ways of arrange-

ment of reactive distillation processes and do not give

MeCH(OH)CO2Et + H2OMeCH(OH)CO2H+ EtOH

MeCO2Et + PrnOH MeCO2Prn + EtOH

MeCO2Prn +MeOHMeCO2Me + PrnOH

MeCO2Me + PriOH MeCO2Pri +MeOH
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sufficiently detailed information on the phase equilibria and

thermodynamic characteristics. The study by Chen et al.72

represents a recent research of this type considering direct

hydration of cyclohexene for the production of cyclohex-

anol. Since the number of studies of this type of ternary

systems is scanty, as it was noticed in the introduction to

this review, data on the combined phase and chemical

equilibrium in the cyclohexene ±water ± cyclohexanol sys-

tem might have been of interest. However, due to the

engineering peculiarity of this process, this study actually

analyzes the system of four compounds, including cyclo-

hexane as an impurity that necessarily accompanies the

process. In any case, as regards the vapour ± liquid and

vapour ± liquid ± liquid equilibria, the authors restrict them-

selves to reporting only the parameters of the NRTL model.

Note also that due to the obvious experimental complex-

ity of complete and detailed analysis of the phase and

chemical equilibria in the systems containing five or more

compounds (because of the need for very large amounts of

data) or in the systems with several chemical reactions, it is

reasonable to use computational methods for thermody-

namic modelling to solve current engineering problems. The

parameters of suitable models can be determined or refined

on the basis of the experimental data obtained for simpler

subsystems. Usually, the studies of this sort are aimed at

solving the problems of design of reactive distillation,

extraction and other combined processes.73 ± 75

At the same time, direct experimental assessment of the

phase and chemical equilibrium parameters remains a prior-

ity task, in particular, as applied to chemical engineering.

Particularly, despite the modest number of publications

devoted to combined phase and chemical equilibrium in

systems with the transesterification reaction, one may

expect a sharp increase in the number of these publications

in the future because of importance of this process, partic-

ularly, for the production of biofuel.76

One of the problems faced by experimental studies of the

phase equilibria as a chemical reaction proceeds consists in

the change in the composition of the solution under study

due to the reaction. In this connection, attention is drawn to

the difference of views of different authors on the possibility

of direct measurement of parameters of the phase equili-

brium in reacting mixtures. As a rule, it is assumed in the

studies of chemically non-equilibrium systems of reactants

and products of esterification reaction that the reaction can

be neglected in the absence of a catalyst, i.e., the composi-

tion change due to the reaction is insignificant througout

the experiment. However, it is not always true for acid ±

alcohol binary systems as certain amounts of the reaction

products can be detected in some cases in the study of a

vapour ± liquid equilibrium even in the absence of a catalyst.

Therefore, the parameters of the vapour ± liquid equilibrium

in the binary systems formed by formic acid and isopropa-

nol, ethanol and methanol were obtained taking into

account the changes in the composition along the stoichio-

metric lines during the reaction.37 A detailed procedure of

determination of the parameters using the Wilson model

was described in the paper cited.37 Simultaneously, the

authors also obtained data on the quaternary reacting

system. Note that in this case, fast reactions with formic

acid were considered. In a study of the mixtures of acetic

acid with methanol and ethanol,65 the possibility of the

reactions between the binary systems components was not

indicated. However, a slow reaction between acetic acid and

methanol was noted earlier,66 and to avoid a change in the

solution composition, the duration of the experimental

determination of the equilibrium with vapour was

reduced.66 As a result, the authors presented only a part of

the experimental data obtained since some results were still

rejected because reaction products were detected during the

analysis of the phase equilibrium. It is necessary to note that

the vapour ± liquid equilibrium was determined in these

studies 65, 66 under different conditions. As for the acetic

acid ± ethanol system, no possibility of the reaction between

the acid and ethanol (i.e., between participants of the

esterification reaction) was indicated in a study 68 per-

formed in 2014 where the vapour pressure was determined

at 298.15 K in the absence of a catalyst. In the studies

devoted to the analysis of the vapour ± liquid equilibrium in

the binary systems formed by reactants of the esterification

reaction represented by fatty acids and alcohols the possi-

bility of formation of the reaction products is usually

neglected starting with butyric acid.77

Section II of this review presents a number of specific

features of the state diagrams of reactive systems brought

about by the chemical reactions proceeding in the systems.

At the same time, available experimental data are only in

some cases adequate for performing thermodynamic analy-

sis of these specific features because of incompleteness of

these data. Recall that representation of the composition of

a four-component system alone requires three-dimensional

concentration space (the composition tetrahedron), whereas

the representation of a phase equilibrium or some other

thermodynamic quantity requires additional space coordi-

nates. The use of the transformed composition variables

(a-variables) enables one to construct three-dimensional

diagrams for the dependences of thermodynamic character-

istics on the composition for the chemical equilibrium

states. In turn, isolines of the thermodynamic characteristics

can be shown on these thermodynamic surfaces. A certain

inconvenience from imaging of the three-dimensional dia-

grams in a plane can be compensated by construction of

projections of the isolines of thermodynamic characteristics

onto the coordinate plane of a-variables. Unfortunately, the

advantages of the transformed composition variables were

utilized only in a minor part of publications considered

here, and, as it was noted above, this is due to shortage of

systematic data on the thermodynamic characteristics of

systems under chemical equilibrium. Analogous representa-

tions of properties are possible not only for chemical

equilibrium surfaces, but also for other isoaffine surfaces.

Note that the affinity (chemical affinity) is an important

thermodynamic parameter, which characterises the devia-

tion of a reaction mixture from the equilibrium state;

nevertheless, this quantity is rarely considered in analysis

of characteristics of a particular system. In our opinion, it

reduces the capabilities of the thermodynamic analysis of

systems with chemical reactions.

The change in the thermodynamic characteristics along

reaction (stoichiometric) lines is also considered quite rarely

in the studies of reacting systems, although the advantage of

such consideration is exemplified by a study of Tischmeyer

and Arlt 37 where the pressure change during a chemical

reaction, i.e., along such lines, was investigated. The data on

changes of thermodynamic quantities during non-equili-

brium chemical reaction represent important characteris-

tics, which are essential for design of chemical engineering

processes (reactive distillation, for instance), but the defi-

ciency in such information in modern basic researches of

reactive mass-transfer processes is obvious.
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In some of the studies considered in the present review,

there are data concerning variations in pressure on the

chemical equilibrium surfaces, including the pressure

extremums on these surfaces (for instance, for the equili-

brium states of the system with the reaction of n-propyl

acetate synthesis 47). The presence or absence of a reactive

azeotrope in particular systems was discussed in several

studies.42, 62, 63 The patterns of curves of combined reactive

mass-transfer processes on the chemical equilibrium surfa-

ces was also presented in some publications.28, 42, 43, 47

The problem of relative arrangement of chemical and

phase equilibrium surfaces in the concentration space,

which was mentioned in Section II, has a clear practical

significance when phase-separated reaction mixtures are

considered. A typical general view of the chemical equili-

brium and binodal surfaces and their locations in the

composition tetrahedron for the systems with the esterifica-

tion ± ester hydrolysis reaction are presented in Fig. 4.

Obviously, the data on phase separation in the reaction

mixtures and the concentration regions of limited miscibil-

ity of compounds have not only fundamental interest, but

are also important for practical applications, including the

design of synthetic processes. The intersection of the bino-

dal and chemical equilibrium surfaces in the concentration

tetrahedron or, in other words, the reactive systems in

which there is equilibrium in both homogeneous and heter-

ogeneous regions of compositions are of special interest. In

particular, this phenomenon is expected of the systems with

the esterification reaction since the limited miscibility of the

reaction products, viz., water and ester, determines the

existence of the phase separation. At the same time, only

homogeneous regions of solution compositions are consid-

ered in most of studies of these systems. The data on the

combined phase and chemical equilibrium in the heteroge-

neous composition regions were reported only in a few

experimental works (for example, see Refs. 48, 49, 54).

The diagram depicted in Fig. 5 (the concentration tetrahe-

dron in Fig. 5 a and the square of transformed composition

variables in Fig. 5 b) schematically shows the region of the

intersection of a chemical equilibrium surface and a binodal

(a shaded region inside the C17C2 closed curve). For the

sake of clarity, this part of Fig. 5 is provided separately on

an enlarged scale.

The phase separation region of a liquid mixture being

under chemical equilibrium gives rise to existence of critical

liquid ± liquid states also being under chemical equilibrium.

The critical curve of the liquid ± liquid equilibrium is also

shown in Fig. 5; clearly, only two critical points C1 and C2

at the border of intersection of the surfaces under consid-

eration correspond to chemical equilibrium states. The

critical curves of the liquid ± liquid equilibrium represent

additional singularities, which are important to characterize

the structure of diagrams of multicomponent systems. The

a b
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Figure 4. General view of the chemical equilibrium surface (a) and
the binodal surface (b) in a system with the esterification reaction.
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Figure 5. Region of intersection of the chemical equilibrium sur-
face and the binodal surface in a system with the esterification
reaction (see text) in the concentration tetrahedron (a) and in the
square of a-variables (b).10

C1, C2 are the critical points of the liquid ± liquid equilibrium,
which also correspond to chemical equilibrium compositions; the
dashed line is the critical curve in the concentration tetrahedron.
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whole set of critical curves, which belong to a polythermal

critical surface, can be constructed on the basis of data

obtained at several temperatures. Critical surfaces of this

type for two quaternary systems are presented in Fig. 6.

Despite the similar appearance of polythermal critical

surfaces, the critical curves for the acetic acid ± n-propyl

alcohol ± n-propyl acetate ± water system intersect the chem-

ical equilibrium region at all temperatures. Thus, each curve

has two points corresponding to a chemical equilibrium

state. Therefore, two chemical equilibrium polythermal

critical curves can be constructed for this system (Fig. 7).

Since the studies of phase equilibria in chemically

reactive media are associated with practically important

synthetic problems, appreciable attention is paid in modern

studies to the kinetics of non-equilibrium chemical reac-

tions. At the same time, the main attention is usually

focused on homogeneous systems even in the studies

devoted to substantiation and design of reactive distillation

processes, where kinetic regularities are important for

assessment of not only equilibrium, but also stationary

parameters. The problems of kinetics of chemical processes

in heterogeneous liquid-phase systems while maintaining

(restoring) a phase equilibrium deserve separate consider-

ation outside the scope of this review.

V. Conclusions

On the basis of the above analysis of theoretical and

experimental aspects of the problem of phase and chemical

equilibria in multicomponent systems with chemical reac-

tions in the liquid phases, one can make some conclusions

concerning further development of this research area. First,

despite the substantial amount of data gained so far, the

number of experimentally obtained results is not too large

yet, and the extension of this database is highly desirable.

Second, the development of the theoretical thermodynamic

analysis is restrained by incompleteness of many performed

studies since they were aimed at solution of some practical

problems but not fundamental physicochemical ones.

Third, the discussed thermodynamic regularities and the

analysis of the simultaneous phase and chemical equili-

brium in particular systems shows the complexity of the

behaviour of multicomponent heterogeneous systems and

their state diagrams if chemical and phase processes occur

simultaneously; it is necessary to take into account not only

the surfaces of phase and chemical equilibria, but also

additional elements such as reaction (stoichiometric) lines

and the surfaces of constant chemical affinity, i.e., in this

particular case, of the chemical equilibrium. One could also

expect the development of a complex thermodynamic-

kinetic approach based on the experimental data on the

rates of phase transitions and simultaneous chemical reac-

tions, in particular, for the processes in phase-separated

liquid systems. Fundamental research along this line has

obvious prospects for both the search for new physicochem-

ical regularities and practical applications in the design of

reactive mass-transfer processes in chemical engineering.

The review was wtitten with financial support of the

research Grant 12.38.257.2014 provided by the Saint Peters-

burg State University.
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